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Abstract—State-of-the-art query-by-example (QbE) speech
search approaches usually use recurrent neural network (RNN)
based acoustic word embeddings (AWEs) to represent variablelength speech segments with fixed-dimensional vectors, and thus
simple cosine distances can be measured over the embedded vectors
of both the spoken query and the search content. In this paper, we
aim to improve search accuracy and speed for the AWE-based QbE
approach in low-resource scenario. First, multi-head self-attentive
mechanism is introduced for learning a sequence of attention
weights for all time steps of RNN outputs while attending to different positions of a speech segment. Second, as the real-valued
AWEs suffer from substantial computation in similarity measure,
a hashing layer is adopted for learning deep binary embeddings,
and thus binary pattern matching can be directly used for fast QbE
speech search. The proposed approach of self-attentive deep hashing network is effectively trained with three specifically-designed
objectives: a penalization term, a triplet loss, and a quantization
loss. Experiments show that our approach improves the relative
search speed by 8 times and mean average precision (MAP) by
18.9%, as compared with the previous best real-valued embedding
approach.
Index Terms—Attention mechanism, deep binary embeddings,
low-resource, query-by-example, temporal context.

I. INTRODUCTION
UERY-BY-EXAMPLE (QbE) speech search or spoken
term detection (STD) is the task of searching for spoken
queries in audio archives [1], without specifying how
many times a spoken query appears in each search utterance or
its exact location. This task is attractive as it involves matching
spoken queries with audio content directly at the acoustic level.
Previous approaches usually decode the spoken query with a
speech recognizer and then use a generic text-based approach
for indexing [2]–[4]. Those approaches work on high-resource
scenarios as they require a sizable amount of transcribed data
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and language-specific knowledge for system building. Resource
collection at the required scale would be impossible for all 7,000
languages spoken in the world today. As for low-resource speech
scenarios, where transcribed data and language expertise are not
available, a typical approach to the task usually learns effective
frame-level feature representations and then matches the spoken
queries against the search content on the feature representations by dynamic time warping (DTW) [5], [6]. However, the
search quality of DTW-based approaches still lags behind due to
the limited discrimination capability of the frame-level feature
representations. Moreover, the DTW computation itself is still
inefficient for searching in a large audio collection.
As an alternative to the DTW approaches, direct matching
approaches on acoustic word embeddings (AWEs) have recently
drawn much attention for low-resource QbE speech search [7]–
[13]. AWEs aim to encode variable-length speech segments into
fixed-dimensional vectors with a desirable word discrimination
capability. Specifically, a deep neural network (DNN) is trained
using a set of spoken word pairs as weak supervision, which aims
to embed both the spoken query and the search content into the
same space for QbE speech search. In this way, simple vector distances (e.g., cosine) can be measured over the embedded vectors
of both the spoken query and the search content. As compared
with the DTW-based approaches, the AWE-based QbE speech
search has reduced a large amount of computation, and the search
quality has been significantly improved as well [9]–[12].
The key of the AWE-based QbE approaches is how to effectively aggregate useful information across time to fixeddimensional discriminative vectors from a training set composed
of spoken word pairs, i.e., pairs of speech segments for the
same word (or word-like unit). With the recent advances in deep
learning-based acoustic modeling [14]–[16], recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) have been proven to be more capable of
capturing temporal dependency of speech in a fixed-dimensional
space, leading to state-of-the-art performances in QbE speech
search [9], [13]. Specifically, deep bidirectional long short-term
memory (BLSTM) RNNs have achieved superior performance
with decent word discriminative ability [17].
In this paper, we propose an attention-based deep hashing
network to improve search accuracy and speed for the AWEbased QbE approach in low-resource scenarios.
Our first contribution is to use multi-head self-attention to
learn discriminative acoustic embeddings and improve search
accuracy: Previous AWEs [12], [17], [18] are represented by the
output of the last one (or several) time step(s) from the BLSTM
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network. Such kind of information aggregation in AWEs may
not optimally exploit the long-range temporal context of speech.
Hence we introduce an attention mechanism in our proposed
network to learn more discriminative embeddings. Specifically,
a multi-head self-attentive mechanism is adopted to learn a
sequence of attention weights for all time steps of RNN outputs
in different feature spaces (through different attention heads).
Thus the essential temporal context can be fully considered,
leading to more discriminative embeddings. Note that the use of
attention mechanism has recently pushed the frontiers of many
tasks, including neural machine translation (NMT) [19]–[21],
image captioning [22], [23], speech recognition [24]–[27] and
synthesis [28]–[30]. Our multi-head self-attention model can be
considered as a variant of the encoder part of the Transformer
model [21]. But one obvious difference between our model and
the Transformer is the way to inject sequential information. In
Transformer [21], in order to inject position information into
sequence, a simple positional encoding is added to the input
embeddings. In this study, BLSTM is naturally used to do positional encoding of the input speech sequence, while multi-head
self-attention learns weights for different time steps of BLSTM
outputs to generate more discriminative acoustic embeddings.
Our second contribution is to use deep hashing to learn binary
embeddings to boost search efficiency: The learned AWEs are
usually high-dimensional real-valued vectors, which still result
in a substantial amount of computation in the similarity measure.
Therefore, we propose to learn deep binary embeddings in order
to significantly improve the speed of QbE speech search. The
main idea is that deep binary embeddings can be calculated
via binary pattern matching or Hamming distance, which can
dramatically reduce the computational cost. Previous works
on learning binary embeddings usually use hashing methods
with an unsupervised [31]–[33] or supervised manner [34]–[36].
With the great success of deep learning, hashing methods with
deep architectures have been proposed to output binary-like
embeddings that preserve data structure as much as possible.
Such binary embeddings have been successfully used in image
retrieval [37], [38]. Especially in [39], the deep hashing network has yielded substantial computation speed-up over other
hashing methods. In this paper, by introducing a hashing layer
with a quantization loss in our proposed network, we convert
real-valued AWEs into similarity-preserving deep binary embeddings to realize fast QbE speech search.
Our third contribution is to use three specifically-designed
losses with different purposes in network training: The search
accuracy and search speed are both considered in our proposed
approach of attention-based deep hashing network. The network
is trained to generate deep binary embeddings through three
specifically-designed objectives: a penalization term, a triplet
loss, and a quantization loss. The penalization term is used
to force each attention head to learn dissimilar and complementary information for the final deep binary embeddings; the
triplet loss makes the learned embeddings more discriminative;
the quantization loss aims to reduce the error from binarizing the learned hash vectors. Finally, deep binary embeddings
are obtained via binarization with a sign function. During the
QbE speech search stage, a fixed-length analysis window is
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shifted on search content to generate deep binary embeddings,
and then Hamming distances are measured over deep binary
embeddings to find the audio segments that match the spoken
queries.
Experiments on a low-resource QbE speech search task show
that our attention-based deep binary embedding approach improves 1) the relative search speed by 8 times and 2) mean
average precision (MAP) by 18.9%, as compared with the previous best real-valued embedding approach in [12]. Even in an
unsupervised scenario, where the speech pairs are achieved by an
unsupervised term discovery (UTD) module [40], our proposed
approach still can bring 30% relative improvement on MAP over
the frame-level multi-lingual bottleneck features (BNFs). We
also study the effects of 1) different attention mechanisms and
numbers of attention heads, 2) different quantization coefficients
and numbers of bits and 3) robustness to noise interference.
To summarize our contributions, this paper proposes an
attention-based deep hashing network approach that can significantly improve both search accuracy and search speed in
low-resource QbE speech search. Specifically, the network is
designed to minimize three losses to ensure the learned realvalued hash vectors are effective in word discrimination and
the corresponding deep binary embeddings are efficient in QbE
speech search.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the previous studies on both learning binary embeddings
with hashing methods and QbE speech search. Section III details
our proposed approach of learning deep binary embeddings via
an attention-based deep hashing network for fast QbE speech
search, followed by the speech search procedure in Section IV.
Section V and Section VI introduce the experimental setup
and results, respectively. Section VII concludes this paper and
discusses our future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Learning Binary Embeddings With Hashing Methods
Similarity search over high-dimensional data is a common
problem for various tasks, e.g., data mining, image and speech
retrieval. To scale well with data dimensionality and search efficiently on a large dataset, hashing methods have been proposed
for object embeddings, where the object can be an image, a
document or a speech segment. The basic idea is to learn compact
and similarity-preserving binary representations such that similar objects are mapped to nearby binary codes. With the learned
compact binary embeddings, efficient pattern matching can be
performed through Hamming distance. The binary embeddings
can be learned in a supervised or unsupervised hashing manner.
In unsupervised hashing, only unlabeled data are used to learn
binary embeddings by various hash functions including localitysensitive hashing (LSH) [31], spectral hashing (SH) [32] and
iterative quantization (ITQ) [33]. In supervised hashing, labeled
data are used to learn more efficient binary embeddings via
various hash functions such as binary reconstruction embedding
(BRE) [34], minimal loss hashing (MLH) [35] and supervised
hashing with kernels (KSH) [36]. The above supervised and
unsupervised hashing methods are mostly used in the image
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retrieval task, but the performance is limited as the above hash
functions are only a few linear transformations in nature. We
notice that there are only two related studies in QbE speech
search [9], [41], where LSH was used to replace the cosine
distance, achieving substantial improvements in search accuracy
and search time over the previous approaches.
As an alternative, deep learning architectures have been recently investigated for learning more efficient binary embeddings for image retrieval as they have strong non-linear modeling
abilities [37]–[39] that facilitate both hash function learning
and representation learning. In previous hashing methods, each
input image is encoded by a vector composed of hand-crafted
visual descriptors. Such hand-crafted features do not necessarily
guarantee to accurately preserve the semantic similarities of
each image pairs. DNNs simultaneously learn a set of hash
functions as well as a useful feature representation tailored
to the hashing task. Ideally, a deep hashing network learns a
feature representation that sufficiently preserves the semantic
similarities for images during the hashing process. Specifically,
the output layer of a DNN can be simply constructed with the
hash codes and the image labels during training. By feeding a
test image to the trained network, we can obtain the desired hash
code in the output layer. Various deep architectures, especially
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [37], [39], [42], [43],
have been explored in image retrieval, resulting in reduced
search time and decent retrieval accuracy.
While a large amount of labeled data are desired in the
above hashing methods, low-resource scenarios have also been
studied in image retrieval [44]–[46], where labeled image data
are not available. In [44], the training data were augmented with
different rotations of the original images and a deep CNN was
trained by minimizing the binary distance between the reference
image and the rotated one. In another approach [45], it sets
one rotated image as a positive example and randomly selected
another image as a negative example to train an unsupervised
triplet hashing network. A recent study in [46] learned a hash
function with a generative adversarial network (GAN). In general, although these studies have promoted the development of
unsupervised methods for low-resource image retrieval, deep
hashing networks, to the best of our knowledge, have not been
investigated in QbE speech search.

B. QbE Speech Search
Building a low-resource QbE speech search system usually
involves two steps: feature representation and similarity matching. Accordingly, the approaches can be categorized into framelevel DTW approaches and word/segment-level vector matching
approaches.
In the former category, DTW is used to perform acoustic
pattern matching between the spoken query and search content
over the frame-level feature representations. Therefore, learning effective frame-level feature representations plays a vital
role. Apart from spectral features like MFCC, more discriminative features, such as posteriorgrams, have been extracted
using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [6], [47]–[49], deep

Boltzmann machines (DBMs) [50] and acoustic segment models (ASMs) [51]–[54]. Besides, cross-lingual or multi-lingual
BNFs have been frequently used in low-resource QbE speech
search [55], [56], where the features are borrowed from a
bottleneck-shaped DNN trained using labeled data from highresource languages [57], [58]. Efficient frame-level feature representation can also be learned from spoken word pairs [59]
discovered in the low-resource language.
Frame-level feature representations provide limited word
discrimination capability and DTW-based similarity matching
is highly inefficient. Recent work has shown that comparing
speech segments by representing them as fixed-dimensional
vectors (also known as AWEs) and measuring their vector
distance can discriminate between words more accurately and
efficiently. The key of AWEs is how to aggregate variable-length
speech segments represented by frame-level feature sequences
into compact fixed-dimensional discriminative vectors. In [8], a
QbE keyword spotting approach has adopted a long short-term
memory (LSTM) network for learning AWEs. The network had
15 k whole-word output targets and a fixed-length representation
was extracted by choosing the last several state vectors. Note that
such an approach needs a large amount of labeled speech data
for learning the AWE network.
Low-resource QbE speech search has adopted the same idea
but with weak supervision information instead to train the AWE
network. Specifically, when a large amount of labeled data is
not readily available, weak supervision, in the form of same or
different word pairs, has been adopted. In other words, word
pairs that contain different instances of the same/different word
content were exploited as input to train the AWE network.
Researches in this line have focused on network structures, e.g.,
CNNs [10], [60], RNNs [9], [12], [13] and sequence-to-sequence
networks [61], [62]. On the other hand, searching in a large audio
repository is time-consuming. As mentioned in Section II-A,
some researchers have tried to speed up searching via a two-stage
method based on LSH [9], [41].
III. ATTENTION-BASED DEEP HASHING NETWORK
A. UTD and System Overview
In low-resource scenarios, using paired examples as weak
supervision has been shown to be an effective way to learn the
AWE network [9], [10], [12], [60]. Word pairs are either manually labelled or discovered automatically via an unsupervised
term detection (UTD) algorithm.
UTD aims to identify lexical units (e.g. word- or phrase-like
units) present in the audio by searching the audio for repeated
trajectories in the acoustic feature space. Specifically, each audio
stream in an audio repository is first segmented into short clips
and similarity measure is then conducted on these short clips.
Finally similar acoustic sequences are grouped together, forming
a cluster of ‘discovered’ lexical unit. Similar to the QbE speech
search task, vast majority of UTD approaches have been built
around DTW for similarity measure. In this paper, we use a popular fast implementation [40] but with two main modifications: (1)
the input acoustic features in [40] are replaced with multi-lingual
BNFs which represent stronger phonetic discrimination [57],
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The diagram of learning deep binary embeddings with a self-attentive deep hashing network.

[58]; (2) a minimum DTW similarity threshold is set to discard
low-similarity speech pairs.
Fig. 1 shows the diagram of learning deep binary embeddings
with a self-attentive deep hashing network. The network takes
a triplet (xp , xa , xn ) as input. We use a pair of fixed-length
speech segments as an anchor example xa and a positive example
xp , and then randomly select another speech segment from
the training set as a negative example xn , where xa and xp
are from the same discovered term cluster and xn is picked
from another cluster. All the triplets need temporal context
padding to be fixed-length before learning the corresponding
deep binary embeddings. The structure of the self-attentive
deep hashing network consists of two BLSTM layers (N1),
one multi-head self-attentive layer (N2) and one hashing layer
(N3). This network is trained with three specifically-designed
objectives including a penalization term (P), a triplet loss (T)
and a quantization loss (Q). Next, we introduce the details of
temporal context paddings, self-attentive deep hashing network
and three specifically-designed objectives.
B. Temporal Context Paddings
The QbE speech search task matches a set of spoken queries
against a search database, where the audio recordings in the
database are usually much longer in duration than the queries. As
word boundaries are not available, it is hard to segment the audio
recordings into isolated spoken words for direct comparison. A
common solution is to shift a fixed-length analysis window over
the recordings to produce a sequence of fixed-length speech
segments and then match the query and the speech segments
with the same length, and then a simple similarity measure can be
conducted on fixed-dimensional AWEs that represent the query
and the fixed-length speech segments [10]. However, these fixedlength speech segments may contain a partial word unit (e.g.,
“wi-” in “with”), a whole word (e.g., “here”), or multiple words
(e.g., “a real”), while the AWEs are usually learned using isolated
spoken words (e.g., “problem” and “nowadays” in the red box in
Fig. 1). Clearly there exists a mismatch between the learning of

AWEs and its application on the search recordings. Our previous
work [10], [12] has shown that padding temporal context during
the AWE network training is useful to reduce such mismatch.
Therefore, in our approach, the temporal context is also used by
including the neighboring frames of each target spoken word to
form speech segments with a fixed-length L.

C. Self-Attentive Deep Hashing Network
Previous AWEs [9], [12] were represented by solely merging
the final hidden state vector from BLSTM networks, but such
kind of information aggregation may not be able to optimally
exploit the long-range context of speech. Hence in our proposed
network, a multi-head self-attentive layer is added to learn a
sequence of weights for all time steps of BLSTM outputs, giving
different credits to different time steps. Specifically, we introduce a multi-head self-attentive mechanism [63] into the deep
hashing network. Showing its superior performance in many
sequence-learning tasks [21], [64]–[68], multi-head attention
consists of several attention layers running in parallel, which
allows the model to jointly attend to information from different
representation subspaces at different positions. We expect that
the use of multi-head self-attentive mechanism can bring more
discriminative ability to the learned vectors. We can consider
our model as a variant of the encoder part of the Transformer
model [21], but with obvious difference. In Transformer [21],
in order to inject position information into sequence, a simple
positional encoding is added to the input embeddings. In this
study, BLSTM naturally serves the positional encoding purpose
of the input speech sequence, while multi-head self-attention
learns weights for different time steps of BLSTM outputs to
generate more discriminative acoustic embeddings.
Fig. 1 shows how multi-head self-attention works in our
approach. We assume that the last layer N of BLSTM outputs
N
[hN
1 , . . ., hL ] have the shape of [L, D], where L and D represent
the length of context-padded speech segments and the dimension
of BLSTM outputs, respectively. The attention weight matrix A
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is calculated by
A = softmax(W2 tanh(W1 H T )),

(1)

N
where H T is the transpose of BLSTM outputs [hN
1 , . . ., hL ]. W1
and W2 are the matrices of size [Da , D] and [R, Da ], respectively. Da and R represent the dimension of attention weights
and the number of attention heads, respectively. The activation
function softmax() ensures that all the attention weights sum
up to 1 on each attention head. For the i-th attention head, the
summarizing vector si is calculated by

si =

L


Ait hN
t ,

(2)

t=1

where the attention weights Ait represents the attention weight
matrix A at the attention head i and the time step t. Then,
all the summarizing vectors are unfolded to form the resulting
embedding, which can be calculated as
e = [s1 , . . .si , . . ., sR ],

(3)

where [] represents the vector concatenation operation, R is the
number of attention heads. By using multiple attention heads,
the attention mechanism is subject to attend diverse information
from different representation subspaces.
However, the above embeddings are usually a real-valued
high-dimensional vector. Similarity measure over such vectors
needs a large amount of computation during QbE speech search.
Hence in our proposed network, a hashing layer is added to
compress the real-valued high-dimensional vector into a Kdimensional hash vector f (x) that consists of a fully connected
layer with K hidden units. If the concatenation operation is used,
the hash vectors f (x) are calculated as
f (x) = tanh(W e + b)

(4)

where tanh is the hyperbolic tangent activation function to
squash the results to be within [−1, 1]. Finally, the binary
embeddings b(x) can be obtained from the hash vectors f (x)
with the sign function sgn(), which are calculated by

0 if sgn(f (x)) = −1
b(x) =
.
(5)
1 if sgn(f (x)) = 1
D. Three Specifically-Designed Objectives
To encourage diversity between any two summarizing vectors,
a penalization term P is introduced when R > 1 as
P = AAT − I F
2,

(6)

where I is an identity matrix and  · F represents the Frobenius
norm. With the penalization term P , we expect different hash
vectors f (x) to contain more dissimilar information from each
other, representing different feature representations for the same
speech segment.
Besides, to learn more discriminative hash vectors f (x), a
triplet loss is employed during the training of a self-attentive
deep hashing network. The triplet loss aims to decrease the
distance between the hash vectors f (xp ) and f (xa ), while

Fig. 2. The process of embeddings-based QbE speech search. A Hamming
distance is performed between the spoken query and search content over deep
binary embeddings.

increase the distance between the hash vectors f (xn ) and f (xa )
at the same time. Specifically, the triplet loss is defined as
T = max(0, θ + Dc (f (xp ), f (xa )) − Dc (f (xn ), f (xa ))),
(7)
where θ is a constant margin that regularizes the gap between
the cosine distance of same-word pairs Dc (f (xp ), f (xa )) and
the cosine distance of different-word pairs Dc (f (xn ), f (xa )).
Last but not least, a quantization loss is added to quantize the
hash vector f (x) to binary-like embeddings. The quantization
loss aims to transform the elements in the hash vector f (x) as
close to −1 and 1 as possible. Specifically, the quantization loss
is defined as

| f (x) | −1 1 ,
(8)
Q=
x∈(xa ,xp ,xn )

where 1 ∈ RK is the vector of ones. With the quantization loss
Q, we are easy to reduce the gap between real-valued hash
vectors f (x) and deep binary embeddings b(x).
By joint-training the above three specifically-designed objectives, the overall objectives O is calculated as
O = αP + βT + γQ,

(9)

where α/β/γ are coefficients of the penalization term P in
Eq.(6), the triplet loss T in Eq.(7), and the quantization loss
Q in Eq.(8), respectively.
IV. EMBEDDINGS-BASED FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of fast QbE speech search using
the deep binary embeddings. Firstly, a fixed-length analysis
window (the black box in Fig. 2) is shifted on the search content
y along the time axis to obtain a sequence of hash vectors
(f (y1 ), . . ., f (yi ), . . ., f (yn )) via the trained self-attentive deep
hashing network. Then, binarization in Eq.(5) is conducted to
convert the real-valued hash vectors into deep binary embeddings (b(y1 ), . . ., b(yi ), . . ., b(yn )). Both operations (the black
dashed box of Fig. 2) can be calculated in advance to save search
run-time. Following [10] and [12], as no context information
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is available in the spoken query x, zeros are firstly padded on
both sides of x to the same length as the analysis window, and
then the spoken query x is also converted into deep binary
embeddings b(x). Next, Hamming distance is measured over
the deep binary embeddings between the spoken query and
the search content. Note that using Hamming distance over
binary embeddings greatly reduces computation as compared
with using cosine distance over real-valued embeddings. Hence
our proposed approach facilitates fast QbE speech search.
With the deep binary embeddings of the spoken query b(x)
and the deep binary embeddings of the i-th target speech segment
b(yi ), the Hamming distance is calculated by
Dh (b(x), b(yi )) =

K−1
1 
| b(x)k − b(yi )k |
K

(10)

k=0

where K is the total number of elements in the deep binary
embeddings. Suppose the search content y contains n speech
segments [y1 , . . ., yi , . . ., yn ], the cost between the spoken query
x and the search content y can be calculated by
Cost(x, y) = min{Dh (b(x), b(yi ))}, i = 1, . . ., n

(11)

Finally, given a spoken query, the costs of all search content in
the speech database are returned according to Equation 11 for
ranking.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Datasets and BNFs With Temporal Context Padding
We have carried out experiments to evaluate the proposed
approach. In this paper, English is considered as the low-resource
target language and QbE speech search is conducted on the
English switchboard telephone speech corpus (LDC97S62).
Following the previous work [10], [59], we regard Mandarin
and Spanish as the resource-rich non-target languages in a
multi-lingual BNF extraction network. Specifically, the network
is trained using 170 hours of labeled data from the HKUST
Mandarin telephone speech corpus (LDC2005S15) and 152
hours of labeled data from the fisher Spanish telephone speech
corpus (LDC2010S01). Taking 39-dimensional filter-banks with
pitch as input, the network has four hidden layers, where the third
layer serves as a bottleneck with 40 hidden units and the other
three layers have 1500 hidden units per layer. Notice that all the
hidden layers are shared by different languages, while the last
softmax output layer is associated with the triphone states of each
language. Specifically In Mandarin and Spanish, there are 412
and 420 tied triphone states, respectively. Subsequently, in the
target language, i.e., English, the speech data is represented by
40-dimensional multi-lingual BNFs extracted from the trained
network.
We use the same set of spoken word pairs as in [12] for a fair
comparison. Note that the spoken word pairs are manually created as weak supervision in learning AWE. Table I summarizes
the statistics of each dataset. The training set has the vocabulary
size (the number of unique spoken words) of 1.6 k and it includes
7.9 k spoken word instances. At the same time, 11 k spoken
word instances with the vocabulary size of 3.9 k are used as the
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TABLE I
THE STATISTICS OF LEARNING EMBEDDINGS FOR QBE SPEECH SEARCH

development set. Each spoken word instance consists of at least
5 characters and has a duration between 0.5 to 2 seconds. Before
training the embedding network, we set each target spoken word
instance in the middle and pad its original temporal context on
both sides to form a speech segment with 2 seconds. All the
spoken word instances in the training set can make up about
10 k same word pairs for learning the AWE network.
As for the QbE speech search test, the keyword set is composed of 346 spoken keyword queries. Each keyword query
is a single word which includes at least 5 characters and has
a duration between 0.5 to 2 seconds. Meanwhile, the search
content contains 10 hours of speech from the Switchboard
telephone speech corpus. The keyword set is not overlapped
with the training set for fair evaluation. Note that the QbE speech
search task can handle spoken queries containing multiple words
or phrases. As our aim is to evaluate the quality of acoustic
embeddings, only single word queries are considered, same as
the common setup in the literature [51], [69].
B. Unsupervised Term Detection
In an unsupervised scenario, word pairs are not available so
that they have to be discovered automatically from scratch in
order to train the AWE network. Hence we also examine the
performance of the proposed approach in such an unsupervised
scenario. Instead of using the above manual set in Section V-A,
a UTD module is used to discover the word-like speech pairs
in an unsupervised manner. Here we use the open-source UTD
tool ZRTools,1 which is based on DTW to identify repeated
speech segments in an unlabeled corpus [40]. We have observed
that the UTD process requires more data to discover the same
amount of word-like speech pairs as the manual training set in
Section V-A. Thus we use about 37 k unlabeled spoken word
instances from an extended training set (Set 1 in [10], [12]).
Besides, 40-dimensional multi-lingual BNFs are used as input in
the UTD process. As for the post-processing of UTD, a minimum
DTW similarity threshold is set to 0.91 empirically to discard
low-similarity word-like speech pairs.
C. Network Details
The self-attentive deep hashing network is trained using the
manual or discovered spoken word pairs, and then the QbE
speech search is performed on the learned deep binary embeddings. The deep hashing network consists of two BLSTM layers,
one multi-head self-attentive layer, and one hashing layer. Each
BLSTM layer consists of 512 hidden units on both forward and
backward directions, respectively. For the self-attentive layer,
1 [Online].

Available: https://github.com/arenjansen/ZRTools
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT WORD-LEVEL EMBEDDINGS FOR QBE SPEECH SEARCH

the dimension of attention weights Da and the number of attention heads R are set to 320 and 5, respectively. At the last hashing
layer, the dimensions K of hash vectors f (x) are set to 1,024.
As for the objective function in Eq.( 9), we empirically set the
coefficients α, β and γ to 0.01, 1 and 0.01, respectively. The three
coefficients (α/β/γ) aim to keep the loss reduction of the three
objectives (P /T /Q) at the same order of magnitude. The ordinary
BLSTM network for comparison consists of two BLSTM layers
with 512 hidden units per direction and per layer. After training,
binarization is also performed to convert the learned hash vectors
f (x) into deep binary embeddings b(x) via Eq. 5.
The initial weights of the embedding networks are randomly
set from −0.05 to 0.05. An Adam optimizer [70] is used for
updating the weights with the mini-batch size of 100 and the
initial learning of 0.0001. A dropout rate of 0.4 is set to both
BLSTM layers. All the embedding networks are implemented
using the Tensorflow toolkit [71].
D. Evaluation
The performance of QbE speech search is evaluated by three
metrics, including mean average precision (MAP), the precision
of the top N utterances (P@N), and the precision of the top 5
utterances (P@5). The precision of the top K search content is
calculated by
M
1 
P @K =
M i=1

K

j=1

hit(qi , j)
K

(12)

where M denotes the number of spoken queries. hit(qi , j) ∈
{0, 1} with 1 represents that the j-th ranked utterance contains
the spoken query qi and 0 otherwise. Here we report P @5 and
P @N . We also report mean average precision (MAP) by
N
1 
P @K,
M AP =
N

(13)

K=1

where N is the number of utterances containing the query term.
High precision represents better performance.
In addition, the time of calculating the minimum cost via
the Eq. 11 is tested between all the spoken queries and search
content over the learned AWEs. All the tests are performed using
a computation thread on a workstation equipped with an Intel
Xeon E5-2680 @ 2.7 GHz CPU.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Comparison of Different Embeddings
Table II summarizes the results of QbE speech search using
different word-level embeddings. Here the BLSTM embeddings [12] are served as the baseline as they have achieved the
best performance in recent QbE speech search. Building upon
the BLSTM, we add the temporal context on each target spoken
word, the multi-head self-attentive layer (denoted as Attention)
and the hashing layer (denoted as Hashing). Fig. 1 shows the
detailed configuration of the network layers (N1/N2/N3) and
the objective functions (P/T/Q). Binarization is the process
of converting real-valued embeddings into the corresponding
binary embeddings via Eq.(5). During the similarity measure,
cosine and Hamming distances are used for real-valued and
binary embeddings, respectively. For a fair comparison, all these
embedding networks are trained using the same training set with
10 k spoken word pairs represented by multi-lingual BNFs.
We first investigate the results before binarization. The
BLSTM system trained with temporal context (S3) performs
better than that trained without temporal context (S1). This
result demonstrates that using temporal context padding plays
an important role in learning effective embeddings for QbE
speech search. Besides, we notice that S5 achieves comparable
performance with S3 for QbE speech search. This indicates that
using hashing layer and quantization loss does not affect the
searching accuracy. With the help of the attention mechanism,
S7 achieves significant performance improvement as compared
with the baseline BLSTM system (S3). The combination system
(S9), although with a small search quality degradation, finally
brings a large relative improvement of 17.2%/19.5%/20.5%
in MAP/P@N/P@5 respectively, as compared with S3. These
results suggest that both temporal context and attention mechanism are critical of learning more discriminative embeddings
for QbE speech search.
By applying binarization on the learned real-valued embeddings, the resulting binary embeddings (S2/S4/S6/S8/S10)
improve the relative search speed by about 8 times compared
with the real-valued vectors (S1/S3/S5/S7/S9). This indicates
that using Hamming distance on deep binary embeddings requires much lower computation than using cosine distance on
real-valued embeddings. If binarization is directly applied to
the real-valued vectors without quantization (comparing S1 and
S2, S3 and S4, S7 and S8), although the search speed has the
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Fig. 3. Visualization the attention weights of multi-head self-attentive mechanism from one triplet in the training set. Each colored line represents the attention
weights of one head.

same level of improvement, the search accuracy of the resulting
binary embeddings suffers from clear performance degradation.
As a comparison, when a hashing layer with a quantization
loss is performed (S6/S10), the search accuracy maintains at
the same level, meanwhile with about 8 times speed-up in
search time. This result demonstrates the superiority of quantization in learning deep binary embeddings. The quantization
can effectively reduce the binarization error and lead to nearly
lossless embeddings for QbE speech search. Our conclusions in
speech search are in line with using binary embeddings in image
retrieval [39].
In summary, when both attention and hashing layers are
considered on training a deep hashing network with temporal
context padding (S10), the resulting deep binary embeddings
achieve a superior tradeoff between search accuracy and search
speed in QbE speech search. Compared with the previous best
BLSTM embedding system (S3), S10 not only speeds up the
search computation by 8 times but also improves the search
accuracy by 18.9%/21.3%/24.8% in terms of MAP/P@N/P@5,
respectively.

Fig. 4. Effect of different numbers of attention-heads in learning attentionbased deep binary embeddings for fast QbE speech search.

TABLE III
EFFECT OF PENALIZATION TERM IN LEARNING SELF-ATTENTIVE DEEP BINARY
EMBEDDINGS FOR FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH. NUMBER OF ATTENTION
HEADS IS SET TO 5

B. Investigation on Multi-Head Self-Attentive Mechanism
We investigate the effect of multi-head self-attentive mechanism in learning deep binary embeddings for QbE speech
search. Experiments are carried on a BLSTM system with a
multi-head self-attentive mechanism (S8). Here we still use the
10 k spoken word pairs represented by multi-lingual BNFs in
the training set for network training. Fig. 4 shows the effect of
different attention head in learning self-attentive deep binary
embeddings for fast QbE speech search. We can find that when
the number of attention heads is increased from 1 to 5, the learned
self-attentive deep binary embeddings provide a better search
accuracy. But when we continue to increase the number to 9, the
search accuracy is dropped. These results suggest that using a
5-head self-attentive mechanism learns the most effective deep
binary embeddings for QbE speech search.
We also investigate the importance of the penalization term
(P). For an ablation study, we train a 5-head self-attentive network without P. From Table III, we find that the penalization
term is essential for a better performance. Without P (system

S8F), the MAP degrades from 0.552 (S8) to 0.542. This may
indicate that the penalization is beneficial for encouraging the
diversity of summation weight vectors across different hops of
attention.
We further visualize the multi-head attention weights of one
triplet (xp , xa , xn ) in the training set. Note that anchor example
xa contains the same target word with the positive example
xp while a different target word with the negative example xn .
In Fig. 3, the horizontal and vertical coordinates represent the
number of frames of the example and the attention weights,
respectively. Different heads in the multi-head self-attentive
mechanism are represented by different colors. First of all, there
is almost no overlap between any two attention heads to every
example. This observation verifies the multi-head self-attentive
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TABLE IV
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT QUANTIZATION COEFFICIENTS IN THE LEARNING
OF DEEP BINARY EMBEDDINGS FOR FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH

TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN ORACLE MULTI-HEAD ATTENTION (MHA) AND THE
PROPOSED IN LEARNING DEEP BINARY EMBEDDINGS FOR
FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH

are shown in Table IV. Here the experiments are based on S8
and S10. We can see that when the quantization coefficient is
increased from 0 (no quantization) to 0.01, more effective deep
binary embeddings can be learned. However, when we keep increasing the quantization coefficient to another magnitude (0.1),
the performance of the learned deep binary embeddings suffers
from a clear degradation. Although a higher quantization coefficient can speed up the quantization process, the learned binary
embeddings are hard to obtain the same level of discriminative
capability as a lower quantization coefficient. Therefore, setting
a proper quantization coefficient is also critical of learning deep
binary embeddings for QbE speech search. In other words, we
need to balance the quantization speed and the discriminative
capability learned from the embeddings.
E. Deep Binary Embeddings With Different Numbers
of Hashing Bits

mechanism is capable of attending to different positions of a
sequence for joint representation. More importantly, the weight
patterns between the anchor example xa and the positive example xp are very similar, while the weight pattern of the
negative example xn is significantly different from the two.
We find similar observations from many other triplets. These
observations suggest that the multi-head self-attentive mechanism can learn effective information aggregation, which results
in discriminative deep binary embeddings.
C. Comparison With Oracle Multi-Head Attention
As mentioned in Section I, our multi-head self-attention
model can be considered as a variant of the encoder part of the
Transformer model [21] which also uses multi-head attention
but in a different way. We make a simple comparison between
the way used in this paper and the oracle multi-head attention
(MHA). Specifically, given the outputs of the last BLSTM layer,
the oracle MHA firstly projects the BLSTM outputs to three
different matrices (Query, Key and Value), and it takes all three
matrices to the attention mechanism to produce the corresponding output vectors. Then, all the vectors are concatenated and
fed into the next hashing layer. For a fair comparison, in our
experiments, the number of heads in the oracle MHA is also set to
5 and all three matrices have dimensions of 1024. We list the QbE
speech search results in Table V. We can find that the multi-head
self-attentive mechanism used in this paper not only has a better
performance, but also makes the whole deep hashing network
have fewer parameters. The performance of oracle MHA is also
good which shows that the attention mechanism is beneficial to
learning effective embeddings for QbE speech search.
D. Deep Binary Embeddings With Different
Quantization Coefficients
From the integrated objective function in Eq.(9), we can find
that there is a coefficient γ added on the quantization loss to
control the quantization speed. Varying of the speech-controlling
coefficient may result in a difference in the discrimination capability of the deep binary embeddings. The comparison results

It is meaningful to investigate how many hashing bits the
deep binary embeddings can be compressed to without obvious performance degradation. Here we vary the bits of
[32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048] and test performance of the
learned deep binary embeddings for QbE speech search. The
search time is also recorded for comparison. From Table VII,
we can find that when the number of bits is increased from 32 to
128, the learned deep binary embeddings provide a better search
accuracy. But when we increase the number to 512, the search
accuracy only has an ignorable gain while the search time is
significantly increased. When the number of bits is continually
increased to 1024, the learned deep binary embeddings hold
the best search accuracy. Finally, when the number of bits is
set to 2048, the search accuracy suffers from a clear drop and
the search time faces a huge increase. In summary, we should
learn deep binary embeddings with a suitable number of bits to
balance search accuracy and time.
F. Effect of Spoken Queries on Noise Interference
In real applications, spoken queries or search contents may
be contaminated by noise or channel interference. This will
induce a mismatch problem. Hence we further investigate the
robustness of the proposed approach to noise interference on
the spoken queries. To obtain the noisy spoken queries during
the testing phase, we manually add white Gaussian noise to
the original spoken queries at the different signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR), including 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB. In order
to simulate training-testing mismatch, the embeddings of the
noisy spoken queries are then extracted from the network that is
still trained with the clean speech segments. TABLE VIII lists
the results for QbE speech search at different noise conditions
of spoken queries. Here we compare our proposed system (S10)
with the previous state-of-the-art system (S4). Not surprisingly,
as the noise interference increases in spoken queries, the performance of both systems (S4 and S10) becomes worse. Most
importantly, no matter at what level of noise interference, our
proposed approach (S10) consistently performs much better than
the previous approach (S4). This indicates that our proposed
acoustic word embedding is more robust to noise interference.
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TABLE VI
EFFECT OF DEEP BINARY EMBEDDINGS USING DISCOVERED SPEECH PAIRS. THE UTD IS PERFORMED ON THE EXTENDED TRAINING SET

TABLE VII
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF HASHING BITS IN THE LEARNING
OF DEEP BINARY EMBEDDINGS FOR FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH

TABLE VIII
QBE SPEECH SEARCH RESULTS FOR TESTING QUERIES
AT DIFFERENCE SNR CONDITIONS

G. Deep Binary Embeddings Using Discovered Speech Pairs
From UTD
We also examine the performance of our proposed deep
hashing network system in an unsupervised scenario where
the word pairs are not available. Specifically, a UTD module
described in Section V-B is performed on the extended training
set to discover high-quality word-like speech pairs, and then
deep binary embeddings can be learned using the speech pairs
based on the self-attentive deep hashing network (S10). In the
post-processing of UTD, the minimum DTW similarity threshold controls the number and precision of the discovered word
pairs. Table VI summarizes the accuracy of QbE speech search
when a different threshold is used in the UTD post-processing.
When the minimum DTW similarity threshold varies, we obtain
different numbers of clustered groups (#Classes), discovered
speech segments (#Speech segments), and discovered speech
pairs (#Speech pairs). Subsequently, the accuracy of speech pairs
(pair’s accuracy) also changes. It means the quality of word-like
speech pairs discovered from UTD is different. Besides, we use
the results of multi-lingual BNFs as the baseline (S11). For
a fair comparison, we are particularly interested in the deep

embedding network (S12 C) trained using the same number of
speech pairs with the Topline system (S13) that uses the ground
truth speech pairs manually created.
When the threshold is set to 0.91 (S12 C), we notice that
the learned deep binary embeddings trained with the discovered
speech pairs hold the best performance in QbE speech search.
Compared with the multi-lingual BNFs, the relative improvement in MAP/P@N/P@5 can be up to 30.0%/30.7%/21.6% respectively. Such significant improvement demonstrates that the
proposed approach is also effective in an untranscribed speech
scenario. At the same time, the deep binary embeddings learned
from fully untranscribed speech still have a clear performance
gap with those embeddings trained using the provided manual
speech pairs.
From Table VI we can see that when the minimum DTW
similarity threshold is increased, the discovered spoken words
are restricted to those with higher similarity. At the same time,
the number of speech segments and the number of word pairs
are decreasing while the accuracy of the discovered speech pairs
is rising. When the threshold is increased from 0.89 to 0.91,
the resulting deep binary embeddings bring better accuracy in
speech search. When the threshold is increased to ≥0.92, the
number of discovered speech pairs becomes fewer although
more accurate speech pairs are discovered. The results suggest
that these speech pairs are not enough to train good deep binary
embeddings that facilitate QbE speech search. Another limitation of setting a high DTW threshold is that the same-word
speech pairs are probably clustered to different classes so that
the errors of choosing negative examples will increase in training
the deep embedding network.
We finally investigate how the training data size in UTD
affects the speech search quality. As mentioned in Section V-B,
in experiments above, we adopt an extended training set (Set
1 in [10], [12]) to augment the training data in order to detect
more spoken word instances for AWE network training. Now
we remove this extra training set to see how fewer spoken word
instances affect the AWE network training and the speech search
performance. From Table IX, we can find that a larger training set
in UTD is essential for finding more word-like pairs and boosting
the final QbE speech search performance. Performance degrades
significantly when only using the original training set (with small
amount of word-like pairs) to train the deep binary embedding
network, although S14 C still outperforms the multi-lingual
BNFs baseline (S11) in terms of MAP and P@N.
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TABLE IX
EFFECT OF TRAINING DATA SIZE IN UTD FOR FAST QBE SPEECH SEARCH

VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel approach to improve search accuracy and search speed for QbE speech search. The approach
of learning deep binary embeddings from a self-attentive deep
hashing network significantly outperforms the previous stateof-the-art BLSTM embedding system in terms of both search
accuracy and search efficiency. More precisely, the introduction
of temporal context padding and multi-head self-attentive mechanism in the network significantly improves search accuracy,
and the introduction of hashing layer with quantization loss
largely reduces search time while maintaining the performance.
We have also conducted extensive experiments on the analysis
of the multi-head self-attentive mechanism, the deep hashing
network with different quantization coefficients and the number
of bits, and the spoken queries in different noise conditions. Experimental results have demonstrated the superior performance
of our proposed approach in both search accuracy and search
speed. In the future, as there are many recent new advances in
attention mechanism [27], [30], [72], we will examine their abilities in learning acoustic word embeddings and further improve
search quality and robustness. We will also apply our embedding
network to other low-resource speech applications.
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